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Ford Diesel Transmission Now Rebuilt for North American Market at
Powertrain Pros Company

Ford Diesel transmission is now rebuilt and for sale in the North American market by the
PowertrainPros.com company. These diesel units are offered as 4R100 and A4OD
remanufactured editions.

Memphis, TN (PRWEB) January 05, 2014 -- The replacement transmissions industry has expanded in the
secondary market due to new manufacturing processes by automakers. The Powertrain Pros company rebuilds
replacement transmission units for U.S. buyers and is now including Ford diesel transmission rebuilds in its
production schedule. These units are now for sale in rebuilt condition at http://powertrainpros.com/ford-diesel-
transmission.

The Ford pickup truck and van series in North America is one example of modern vehicles that utilize diesel
engines. The remanufactured transmissions inventory now supplied for the U.S. market is designed to
complement the Powerstroke engines series used in these vehicles.

The replacement transmissions currently provided include the 4R100 and A4OD assemblies that are most
common in the 6.0, 6.4 and 7.3 edition Powerstroke engine powered vehicles. The remanufacturing facility
used by the Powertrain Pros company has been modified to include the Ford diesel technologies.

"The Powerstroke engines were originally produced in the mid 1990s by Ford to enhance its F-Series and E-
Series vehicles," said a source from the PowertrainPros.com company.

This new inventory marketed online is one portion of the announced upgrades for the 2014 year. Aside from the
diesel units now supplied to U.S. buyers, different assemblies for gasoline powered engines have been added to
improve inventory research online.

"The Ford Motor Company and General Motors inventory that we supply in the North American market
provides transmission replacement buyers with higher quality options compared to low quality used
gearboxes," the source confirmed.

The Powertrain Pros company website currently features the updated inventory for Ford and Chevrolet as well
as pricing for each individual unit. These changes are helping more buyers performing research online prior to
completing a purchase using the company toll-free telephone number at 1-888-292-8807.

Each unit that is now sale in North America is combined with the two-year unlimited mile warranty coverage
designed to increase quality over the course of transmission ownership. All sale prices listed online or delivered
when using the toll-free telephone number include these warranties.

About PowertrainPros.com

The PowertrainPros.com company supplies discounted automotive transmissions that are remanufactured from
previously owned assemblies. This company offers a discount price structure to every buyer to ensure that
quality replacements can be purchased at affordable prices. The PowertrainPros.com company website features
a lookup system for any transmission in stock as well as ways that any buyer can reveal pricing before sales are
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completed. The company toll-free telephone number is now one method used by transmission buyers to
discover more information about company inventory prior to arranging shipments.
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Contact Information
Nelson Thomas
PowertrainPros.com
http://www.powertrainpros.com
+1 (904) 701-4550

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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